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During World Battle II, Farley Mowat fought in Italy and Sicily with the
Hastings and Prince Edward Regiment. And No Birds Sang may be the

gripping eyewitness accounts of a young man in fight, detailing from how
he lost his virginity to his growing disenchantment with battle. Heard

in the writer's irrepressible desire to tell a good tale and the serious
purpose behind it.s have voice, NO Birds Sang showcases both Mowat'
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A fine albeit little short description of the author's WWII service Any
reader may rate a book according with their very own scale; some just
like the writing style, others look at the content, yet others prefer to
count supposed factual mistakes! Sledge. After a brief summary of his
early lifestyle in Canada, the writer presents his training amount of
time in Canada and the UK until learning to be a Lieutenant. His
experiences after the War ended while still stationed in Holland are
incredible. The book then ends after some comprehensive descriptions of
engagements in this advertising campaign.As the prose (and sometimes
poesy) used by the author renders this memoir standing above others,
some visitors might find this a bit distracting of the main "content" of
the reserve, the history of the events and actions the author was
involved with. There are some very extreme and overly human battle
descriptions interspersed with the rather boring existence "behind the
frontlines" during R&R periods. However, the end of the reserve seems a
little bit abrupt, there are no more reflections or perhaps a short
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chapter along with his life following the last battle, and the web page
count is definitely rather small. A Real Treat! Another wonderful work
by Farley Mowat Another wonderful work by Farley Mowat, this time about
how a young man, a Canadian, trains in the infantry, crosses the
Atlantic, and goes to war, and what a waste war truly is. Done well, as
are most most of his books. No The Birds Did not Sing But the Wolves
Howled A brutal war memoir of the Italian campaign in world war two well-
written by Farley Mowat, the famous naturalist. I don't often browse
books about war, but because of the author's engaging style of prose and
occasional poetry, I was captured and held POW from beginning to end. He
provides that response in common with E.B. This WWII memoir isn't the
typical book written by an ex-soldier, since the author became following
the war a article writer, and thus the style used in this reserve
becomes a lot more prominent, rich and interesting. Read this along with
Rick Atkinson's recount of the complete shambles of this ill-regarded
and ineptly led try to free of charge the Italian peninsula of Nazis.
The rest of his military profession was out of direct combat and his
attitude changes, substantially. I've read around 100 books about battle
in my existence, fiction and biography. This publication describes the
WWII Canadian/British invasion of Sicily and Italy and the brutal slog
up the Italian boot. The descriptions of the mountain inhabitants of
Sicily are spot on!This book ought to be read with "My Father's Son"
which finishes up Mowat's WWII experience. A different perspective for
Yanks Mowat is among my favorite writers which publication is
beautifully written. The reader then follows his participation initial
in the landing at Sicily and in southern Italy. Five Stars A good book
about life simply because a soldier in WWII.Overall, that is an
interesting WWII memoir of an officer during the southern Italy
campaign, with a wealthy and vivid language and some gripping fight
accounts, but that in some way falls short with regards to content (and
length) - recommended. This book is fantastic! It is written therefore
succinctly and with a little bit of wry humor sometimes. Mowat describes
for me personally the feeling of absolute panic which must overwhelm
most soldiers much better than other people I've read. I recommend this
publication to all WW11 aficionados! I cannot place it down!Both these
books certainly are a must for the Mowat fan as they display the
formative experiences that created the author who lived outside the
package for adventure that became his life and subject matter for his
books. POW! It's no wonder he turned to nature in isolation following
this experience. Five Stars Great Go through, moved fast and held me
captivated We also appreciate his philosophical summary that human
beings can be extremely cruel one to the other.
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